Abstract -Users require information fusion to reduce assessment. Level 2 and 3 are situation assessment and dimensionality for real world, complex decision-making.
dimensionality for real world, complex decision-making.
threat assessment. Level 4 is process refinement (or sensor Typically, researchers design fusion systems based on management [3] ) and level 5 is User refinement. User limited data that does not capture all operating conditions rq inement requires reliable results for effective decision seen in the real world (i.e. weather for video sensors).
making. user is forced to combine the presented data, infer verifing, diagnosing problems, aiding tactical and unknowns, and decide based on limited or uncertain data. strategic decisions, and improving systems performance [4] Users typically do not know the quality of the data that and utility". [I] The definition requires two parts, the is being presented to them, nor do they know when it was machine and the user. The machine does the integration collected. In order to establish mission [5] criteria and and filtering of "useful data", while the user provides metrics for decision making, we derive a reliability metric quantitative and qualitative situation assessments and for data assessment. Reliability [6] in the decision making sensor management strategies based on a performance and is similar to utility estimation [7, 8, 9] in that the trust the utility analysis. The unidentified word in the definition is user has is related to the quality of the data (timeliness, "useful". We be attributed to the intervention of some chance agency. [14] (b) They possess a clear and exhaustive view of the possible alternative strategies available to them. Errors were attributed either to irrationality or to (c) They create a consistent joint probability distribution unawareness on the part of the perceiver. Thus, human of future scenarios associated with each strategy.
beings are assumed to make decisions according to SEU (d) They will choose strategies in order to maximize their Theory, to draw inferences from evidence in accordance subjective expected utility, with logical Bayes principles and to make uncertain judgments.
SEU assumes that decision makers have an undisturbed As Hall states, "the utility of a fusion system must be view of all possible scenarios of action. The formal theory measured by the extent to which the system supports the requires that the decision maker comprehend an entire intended decision process." [15] A fusion system must range of possible alternatives, both now and in the future.
reduce uncertainty by increasing the reliability of the data.
In actuality, human beings do not work out detailed future This paper proposes a reliability metric based on scenarios, each complete with conditional probability disconfidence, accuracy, and timeliness. Section 2 details the tributions. Rather, the decision maker is likely to user-fusion interaction with resource reliability (R2) and contemplate only a few of the available altematives.
user utility (U2 Kinematic utli oty iS estimeated usiLng th ne prediLctiLon
The usability of fusion systems is based on increased confidence, (1 -uncertainty). Many methods exists to capabilities to process large quantities of data with no loss create a belief structure (Bayes, Dempster Shafer, NN, etc) of functionality or fidelity. The fusion system must use to represent confidence. A reliability of 1 is immediate high fidelity models that are appropriate to meet results with zero error and perfect confidence, as shown in information needs. Low fidelity models ignore potentially Figure 4 . In the real world, we have some uncertainty in important features of the problem whereas too much the position, delay time, and quality of the observation. fidelity makes the system hard to use. The "right" level of fidelity may vary from one user to another. Functionality Reliabiity means easy to use, which includes parsimonious
, information that is timely, accurate, and confident A presented to the user in an intuitive manner. If the fusion
system is difficult to use, it probably won't be. These Intent can be a game-theoretic analysis of an adversary.
Judgment and decision making researchers [16] use Finally, the value associated with the event or object of utility theory to evaluate possible outcomes, (forwardinterest weight the importance of the attribute measured.
looking task). To combine the forward-looking user need for reliable action, we can utilize the fusion system for backward-chaining information. The interaction between 2.1 Machine-Fusiontl Reliability the forward and backward data reliability data can ensure Data and information reliability implies minimum that the human has the opportunity for effective decision uncertainty. Uncertainty can be described in many ways making. The utility a user places on a system is based on such as signals (i.e. noise and bias) and exploitation (i.e.
constraints. These constraints can take on many forms such confidence). While noise is inherent to the sensor, bias can as: intent, value, and ease of use. Since this is a utility result through slowly varying parameters. To compensate metric, we can define the multi-attribute utility (MAU) [1] for bias, robust control can be used; however, sensor noise metric as is always present. To address data reliability, the fusion system performance metrics are timeliness, accuracy, and Uk = Ik * Vk * Ek (2) confidence. For [20] can be presented by a quantifies the gain (risk) associated with choosing a probability distribution, P(x), and a probability density The benefit of using a probability model is that many systems are effectively described in terms of only two C COOP(RO)Pa+ COIP(Ro)Pb+ CIOP(RI)Pc+ CO0P(RI)Pd (7) parameters -a mean p and a variance, (j This shows that the probability that a system functioning at (INTERACTION). We call the time interval from the time t fails in the interval (x, x + dx) depends only on the moment the system is in operation until it fails (where the difference x -t as shown in Figure 6 .
user makes an incorrect decision) the time to failure. is the system timeliness reliability. It equals the probability that the system functions at time t. To assess the reliability f(t) f(x x > t) F(t) (16) timeliness, we must assess the point at which the data is not useful. The mean time or reliability timeliness of a system is The product f(t) dt is the probability that a system the mean ofx. Since F(x) = 0 for x < 0, we conclude that functioning at time t fails in the interval (t, t + dt). We interpret the function 3(t) as the expected timeliness rate. The probability that a system functioning at time t falls prior to time x > t equals It follows that 
